Mr Henry A. Morse '93 to be Speaker

On Tuesday evening the Electrical Engineering Society held its annual smoker in the Union at 7:45 P. M., and all men interested, especially the members of the Society are urged to attend, a very good time being promised. Mr. Henry A. Morse '93, of the Simplex Wire and Cable Co., will give an illustrated talk on "The Manufacture of Insulated Wires and Cables." This is expected to prove a very interesting subject and the men taking part in the event "Power" will find the lecture directly in line with the subject of M. Transmission System now being discussed in class. The talk will include the actual manipulation of wires wound for insulating material used on the wires, as well as the actual winding of the coils, the actual manufacturing of the wires and cables.

There will be three excursions on the days following the smoke talk, and on these trips the Simplex factory at Cambridge will be inspected. The excursions will leave the Lowell Building at 2:03 P. M., and all men who wish to see the factory should be at the meeting tomorrow evening so that the final plans may be complete.

Preparations are being made for a Homecoming dinner, to be held this coming Saturday, probably at 7:45 P.M., and all men interested are urged to be present.

Field Day Dinner Held Saturday

Event Marred By Necessity for Brevity—Football Given To Sophomores.

The annual Field Day dinner was held in the Union Saturday evening with an attendance of close to a hundred. The dinner as usual was given by the Advisory Council on Athletics, Dr. Rockwell being toastmaster, and all connected with the events of Field Day were invited. President Macalister, Mr. J. A. Rockwell '96, and Dr. J. Blackstein were the speakers of the evening.

President Macalister congratulated the Sophomores on winning Field Day, and spoke briefly on the peculiar need for athletics at the Institute, explaining the place which Field Day holds in the development of a boy's determination along the right lines. He touched on the seriousness of the athletic problem and expressed the idea that Tech was entirely free from anything of this sort, her danger lying in the other extreme. He concluded this address by announcing the award of the Cabot medals, an accident preventing the usual presentation at this time.

Major Cole was the next speaker and devoted his time to a comparison of the Field Day system with the track meeting, having previously in vogue, telling some of his experiences at West Point, where hazing was in favor in his day. He praised the Freshmen for their splendid showing and congratulated both classes on the spirit shown.

Dr. Blackstein completed the list of speakers, telling his impressions of American athletics, and making several comparisons with the German system. He was loudly cheered when finished.

Owing to the lack of time caused by the approaching convocation, the usual speeches of the captains of the teams were omitted, all of the talks having been very brief. All six caps present were called to the front, and the football was presented to the Sophomores, Jewett accepting it for the class.

The meeting closed after the Field Day dinner was over, and the disposition of the team was called to the front, and the football was presented to the Sophomores, Jewett accepting it for the class. The final plans may be completed so that the final plans may be complete.

The Educational Buildings.

President Macalister began with a few introductory remarks, reminding him of the occasion. He explained the purpose of the evening—to give the fellows an opportunity to hear from the men in charge of the work just what is being done. Saturday's issue of THE TECH, he said, gave a very good picture of the plans and several views of the New Technology, and he congratulated the board on the general feeling of the occasion.

The dinner as usual was given by the Advisory Council on Athletics, Dr. Rockwell being toastmaster, and the final plans may be complete. The event will be of great interest to all at Tech.

On Thursday, November 13, the annual Krommers Dinner will be given in the Union. This dinner is an annual entertainment given by the Tech Show to arouse interest in the Show among the student body, and a large number of men always turn out. The management is completing arrangements for the evening and the management has already made plans for the dinner. He expects a crowd of over two hundred, and it is the sincere wish of the management that more than this number be present.

The price of the dinner will be the nominal sum of 20 cents. This charge is merely to pay expenses, and the men that come the better dinner will be.

Speakers are being engaged for the evening, and already Dean Barton and Mr. Litchfield have signified their intention of addressing the gathering. These speakers are very popular with the student body and will be of great interest to all at Tech.

The event of the evening will be the announcement of the title of the Tech Show 1914. All books suggested by the student body are expected to be read and sent to Coach Sanger some time ago for his consideration, and he has returned them with his criticisms and suggestions, and the final selection has already been decided upon by the book.

CIVILS TO MEET

On Thursday afternoon at 4 P. M., the Civil Engineering Society will hold a meeting in 1 Eng. B. Mr. John N. Ferguson '97, now an assistant engineer for the Directors of the port of Boston, will give an illustrated talk on "The Construction of the New Commonwealth Pier." The talk will be followed by a trip to the pier on Friday, and the details of the excursion will be announced at the lecture on Thursday.

SOCCEt PRACtICE

Practice will be this afternoon at the Field for all men who are candidates for the Soccer Team. The dates can report at any time, as there will be someone in charge all the afternoon.

FRESHMAN GYM

All Freshmen taking Gymnastics who wish to substitute Athletics for some of their work may do so and report to Mr. Kanaly today from 4 to 5 at the Gym. The reason that man is divine is because he is human. A man without the humanities is a beast.